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Abstract 
 

With the increase in the population of our cities and the rapid increase in the number of private 

cars, urban traffic has become more and more congested. At this stage, urban public 

transportation has become one of the main ways to improve urban traffic congestion. Aiming 

at the problem of how to improve the basic capacity of buses in multi-line transfer stations, 

this paper conducts simulation research based on anylogic software. Through micro-

simulation analysis of vehicles entering, stopping, and exiting the station, combined with the 

delay model theory, the vehicle is given Stop organization optimization and station layout 

improvement methods, so that vehicles can run in the station more stably, smoothly and safely. 

Case analysis shows that applying this method to the roadside parking problem, the main and 

auxiliary bus stations have a significant improvement in operating capacity compared with the 

conventional tandem double bus stations, and the service level of the main and auxiliary bus 

stations has been significantly improved. 
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1. Introduction 

Bus station is an important part of urban bus transit system, is the throat of urban public 

transport system, bus station capacity not only determines the capacity of the city bus system, 

but also affects the efficiency of road near the station [1]. Reasonable organization of the traffic 

within the bus station, the flow of people, is the fundamental guarantee to improve the public 

transport site [2]. The related work can be appied in some new emerging scenarios [3-6]. 

According to different platform settings, bus stops can be divided into four categories: 

straight-line bus stops, harbor-style bus stops, straight-line separated bus stops, and multi-bay 

bus stops. Multi-line stops are currently relatively common forms of stations, such stations bus 

and passenger traffic is very large, if the setting is unreasonable, it is easy to lead to serious 

vehicle queuing phenomenon during peak hours, become the bottleneck of the entire road [7, 

8]. In 2006, Lv Lin [9] first gave the principle of location of bus stations, and analyzed the 

impact of linear stations and harbor-style stations on traffic flow, and established a 

mathematical model of the speed of social vehicles and bus platform occupancy time and road 

traffic flow, which has a more solid theoretical basis in determining the better site form. Using 

the queuing theory and the probability analysis method of head-time distance, combined with 

the station pass capacity, the station line capacity adapted to our country is given [10]. By 

using the traffic speed model, the characteristics of the main line and the ordinary harbor 

station at different levels of traffic flow are studied, and the dimensions of the site area are 

optimized. In the same year, Ge Hong-wei [11]the impact of public transport stops on the 

capacity of other traffic flow models and bus stop delay models, on the basis of comprehensive 

consideration of the characteristics of bus stops, developed a more rigorous optimization 

technology and methods. Besides, the similar modeling research has been studied in various 

fields [12-14]. In terms of research on the optimization of bus stop spacing and location 

selection, S. C. Wirasinghe [15] of Canada systematically discussed the optimization and 

determination of the average bus stop spacing in 1981, and the study took into account the bus 

operating cost and passenger travel expenses. , The optimization model is established with 

time as the unit of measurement, but because many parameters of the model are difficult to 

determine, its practicality is not strong. In 2001, Anthony A. Saka [16] proposed an 

optimization model for the average distance between stops based on bus operating cost 

constraints. 

In terms of bus station location selection and station distance optimization, foreign research 

work began as early as the 1950s and 1960s, but in the early stages of the study mainly 

qualitative analysis, gradually to the beginning of the 1980s began systematic research, 

resulting in a number of preliminary optimization models [17-19]. Antony.A.Saka [20] 

proposed an optimization model for the average distance between stops taking the bus 

operating cost as a factor. The bus operating time is divided into acceleration and deceleration 

time, time to stop at the platform, smooth running time and other running time, etc. He did not 

consider the operation of buses at unsignalized intersections, and the model does not have 

general applicability. In terms of the impact of bus stops on the subsequent traffic flow, Sam 

Yagar [21]controls the time of the signal intersection and the arrival time of the bus, analyzing 

the impact of delays on the intersection by buses parked upstream of the intersection in 

different situations. Arasan and others [22]have given a simulation model of micro-traffic flow 

through a simulation technique to study the impact of bus stops on mixed traffic flow, and 

verified the reliability and practicality of the model through practical cases, and analyzed the 

influence of the geometric characteristics of harbor-type bus platforms and non-harbour-type 

bus platforms on the speed of other vehicles in road traffic flow. 
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2. Analysis of Time Delay in Bus Stop 

2.1 Arrival Delay Characteristics and Evaluation Indicators 

Based on the queuing theory, a model of subsequent social vehicle delays during the bus stop 

process can be established [23]. When the bus starts to decelerate and enter the station, the 

social vehicles in the rear want to overtake the bus, they need to wait for the adjacent road 

section to provide enough space to insert the vehicle. When the bus stops completely, if the 

social vehicle still cannot After the lane change is completed, traffic will gather behind the bus, 

which will cause queuing block [24].  

Because the traffic flow satisfies the three conditions of stability, generality and no 

aftereffect. Among them, the stability of the traffic flow refers to the fact that other external 

interference factors basically do not exist during the operation of the traffic flow, and it is in a 

relatively stable state; the generality of the traffic flow refers to the overall traffic flow as a 

macroscopic whole. No particularity; the inefficiency of traffic flow means that if the state of 

the vehicle in operation is known, the development and change of the process from this stage 

onwards is only related to the state of this stage, but is related to the process experienced in 

the previous stage. The past state is irrelevant. Therefore, Poisson distribution can be used to 

describe the arrival law of vehicles. Therefore, the Poisson distribution can be used to describe 

the arrival law of vehicles [25]. 

Let the vehicle arrival rate be λ, λ=q/3600, Then we can know that the arrival rate of 

vehicles after the bus is λ'=q'/3600. 

 

 𝜆′ = 𝜆
(𝑉2
̅̅̅ − 𝑉1̅)

𝑉1̅

= 𝜆（1 −
𝑉1̅

𝑉2
̅̅̅
） (1) 

   

𝑉1̅—— The average speed of the bus in the stopping influence area, 𝑘𝑚/ℎ 

𝑉2
̅̅̅—— Average speed of subsequent social vehicles arriving, 𝑘𝑚/ℎ 

The average time that the subsequent social vehicles of the bus are affected by the bus: 

 

 𝑡′ =
1

𝜇‘ − 𝜆’
 (2) 

 

𝜇′——Service rate of vehicles that rank behind buses, 𝑝𝑐𝑢/ℎ 

𝜆′——Arrival rate of vehicles behind the bus, 𝑝𝑐𝑢/ℎ 

The average delay time d can be obtained by subtracting the difference between the running 

time of subsequent social vehicles after being blocked by the bus from the ideal running time. 

 

 𝑑 = 𝑡′ −
𝑡′𝑉1̅

𝑉2
̅̅̅

= 𝑡′(1 −
𝑉1̅

𝑉2
̅̅̅

) (3) 

 

The range of impact of parking is the distance from the social vehicle discovering that there 

is a bus in front of the lane occupied by the bus and preparing to change lanes to overtake the 

bus to the bus stop, plus the length of the platform parking space of the stop. For the platform 

of a linear stop, the length of the acceleration area is one body length plus the workshop safety 

distance. The workshop safety distance is generally 3 meters, so the acceleration space length 

is set to 15 meters. The space at the back of the stop is the length of the vehicle slowing down 

and entering the stop. Since the vehicle may arrive at the stop before and after the vehicle, it 
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is necessary to add two 18-meter safe parking spaces. Therefore, the length of the platform 

area can be obtained, and the sum of the length of the bus decelerating into the station, the 

length of the platform at the stop and the distance away from the station is 48 meters. 

Let the travel time of the bus be t = t1 + t2  (t1  is the stop time, t2  is the time from 

deceleration to stop), The interval of each bus line is 𝐼𝑚, The number of vehicles arriving in 

the travel time t is 𝜆′𝑡, d is the average delay time of each vehicle, and the delay caused by a 

bus decelerating into the station can be obtained [26]. 

Assuming that there are m buses at the station, the total delay to social vehicles caused by 

the slowing down of the buses within 1 hour is: 

 

 𝐷 = ∑
60

𝐼𝑚
𝜆′𝑡𝑑  

𝑛

𝑚=1
 (4) 

 

2.2 Characteristics and Evaluation Indexes of Stop Delay 

The stopping time of the bus at the station accounts for a large proportion of the stopping 

process. The number of bus doors, the average boarding time per person, and the way of selling 

tickets will all affect the stopping time of the bus. According to the actual data survey, the total 

time of opening and closing the door of a bus is generally 3-4 seconds, and the average value 

of 3.5 seconds is taken in this article. 

From the above analysis, it can be seen that the passengers getting on and off the bus are 

affected by many factors. Refer to the relevant literature to get the time t for getting on and off 

the passengers [27]. 

 

 𝑡 =
𝛺𝐾𝑡0

𝑛
 (5) 

   

𝛺——Bus capacity, 𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑡/𝑝𝑐𝑢 

𝐾——The proportion of total passengers boarding and alighting to the vehicle capacity is 

usually 0.25 to 0.35. 

𝑡0——The average time it takes for each passenger to get on or off the bus, in seconds, 

with an average of 2 seconds. 

𝑛——Number of bus doors 

Therefore, the time model of the bus at the stop can be expressed as: 

 

 𝑇 = 𝑡 + 3.5 =
𝛺𝐾𝑡0

𝑛
+ 3.5 (6) 

   

The particularity of bus stops is reflected in the fact that only the bus flow in the traffic 

flow appears to stop and go, that is, the traffic flow has discontinuity and unity, which is also 

a major reason for the bottleneck of the road section caused by the stop of the bus. The demand 

for bus stops comes from the frequency of departures and the number of bus lines, while the 

supply level is reflected in the length of berths, platform area and number of berths. These 

supply and demand need to be balanced to achieve the maximum effective stop. 

The stopping capacity of a bus station is an important parameter to measure the service 

capacity of the station. The stopping capacity of bus vehicles refers to that under certain road 

conditions, traffic conditions and road conditions, when public buses arrive at the station one 
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after another, The maximum number of vehicles [28] that can be accommodated at this bus 

stop per unit time. When designing a bus stop, the parking capacity of the bus stop should be 

used as the basis for judging whether the geometric elements of the stop are reasonable or not. 

The basic capacity of a bus stop mainly depends on the number of effective parking spaces at 

the stop, but because the bus is actually operating The dynamic characteristics of the site, the 

actual capacity of the station is often inconsistent with the basic capacity. The actual capacity 

of a bus stop mainly depends on the vehicle scheduling plan, the type of bus lane, the type of 

stop location, and the queuing mode of bus vehicles. 

For bus stops near signal-controlled intersections, the US "Traffic Engineering Manual" 

comprehensively considers the green letter ratio and the stop time of bus vehicles, and 

combined with the volatility of the arrival of vehicles, the reduction factor R is calculated in , 

Generally take R=0.833, you can get the formula for calculating the bus parking capacity of 

the city bus station [29]: 

 

 𝐶𝐵𝑀𝑎𝑥 =
(

𝑔
𝑐) 3600𝑅

𝑔
𝑐

𝑇 + 𝑡𝑏

∙ 𝑁 (7) 

 

𝐶𝐵𝑀𝑎𝑥—— The maximum number of vehicles that a bus station can accommodate per hour, 

𝑝𝑐𝑢 

N——Effective number of parking spaces for multiple parking spaces, 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 

g——Green time, 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 

c——Cycle duration of each signal cycle, 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 

R——Reduction factor 

T——The staying time of the bus at the bus stop has been calculated above, that is, the 

total time spent getting on and off the bus by all passengers, 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 

𝑡𝑏—— The total time it takes for the bus to completely dissipate, that is, the time it takes 

for the bus to accelerate from a standstill and leave the stop plus the total time until the speed 

of the bus is consistent with the average speed of the general traffic flow [30]. 

Determine the effective number of parking spaces N for multiple parking spaces. For 

stations that do not clearly divide the stopping positions of each line, when the number of 

berths is greater than one, the berths cannot be used equally, causing interference between the 

parking of vehicles, so the use efficiency of the berths at the stop will not reach the ideal 100 %. 

 
Table 1. The effective number of berths calculated according to the nature of the linear bus stop 

 Straight bus stop 

Number of 

berths(number) 
Efficient(%) 

Effective cumulative number of 

berths(number) 

1 100 1.00 

2 85 1.70 

3 75 2.25 

4 60 2.40 

5 50 2.50 

It can be seen from Table 1 that the effective rate of berths at a stop does not increase 

linearly with the increase in the number of berths. When there is only one number of berths, 

the utilization efficiency is 100%, and when the number of berths is increased to 5, use The 
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efficiency plummeted to 50%. 

2.3 Outbound Delay Characteristics and Its Evaluation Index 

Bus vehicles converge when they leave the station after completing the passenger transfer at 

the harbor-style stop. The delays that exist during this period are called outbound delays. The 

outbound delay of the harbor-style bus station is based on the calculation of the straight-line 

station delay, and the outbound delay of the bus is increased. Therefore, the outbound delay 

of the harbor-style bus station can be analyzed mainly [31]. 

According to queuing theory and gap acceptance theory, the average waiting time of buses 

when leaving the station is the product of the average number of non-intervals and the average 

time of non-intervals. 

 

 𝐸(𝑡) = 𝑁 × 𝑇 (8) 

 

𝑁——Average number of waiting intervals for buses, 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 

𝑇——Non-interval average duration, 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 

 

(1) Average number of waiting intervals for buses 

 

 𝑛 =
1

𝑒−𝜆𝑐𝜏𝑏
− 1 (9) 

 

λc—— Outer lane traffic flow, 𝑝𝑐𝑢/ℎ 

τb—— The critical gap of the traffic flow of the bus entering the outer lane, 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 

 

(2) Non-interval average duration 

 

 𝑇 =
1 + 𝑒−𝜆𝑐𝜏𝑏

𝜆𝑐（1 − 𝑒−𝜆𝑐𝜏𝑏）
 (10) 

 

(3) Average outbound waiting time for buses 

 

 

 

 

𝑊 = 𝐸(𝑡) = (
1

𝑒−𝜆𝑐𝜏𝑏
− 1)(

1 + 𝑒−𝜆𝑐𝜏𝑏

𝜆𝑐（1 − 𝑒−𝜆𝑐𝜏𝑏）
) =

1 + 𝑒−𝜆𝑐𝜏𝑏

𝜆𝑐𝑒−𝜆𝑐𝜏𝑏
 (11) 

3. Simulation of Setting Up Bus Main and Auxiliary Stations Based on 
Anylogic 

3.1 Space Environment Creation 

Simulation process based on Anylogic: create a new model, build a space environment and 

build a logical flow, and perform simulation analysis through the software's own data statistics 

function. Analyze the possible micro-behavior of public transportation vehicles at bus stops, 

use the road traffic library and pedestrian library in Anylogic to model, and simulate the travel 

time and average speed of vehicles on a certain length of road through statistical simulation. 

The stop in the Anylogic transportation library is a harbor-style station, and subsequent 
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vehicles can bypass the bus that is stopping, which is inconsistent with the current 

Wujiaochang Xiangyin Road Station as a linear station. Therefore, a stop line is set to simulate 

the Wujiaochang Xiangyin Road station. And the setting of the stop line satisfies the principle 

of no overtaking. 

On this basis, the current platform is optimized. From the current single platform and two 

parking spaces, the tandem main and auxiliary stations are optimized. The distance between 

the main and auxiliary stations is 50 meters. After optimization, the distribution of the main 

and auxiliary stations is shown in Table 2. 
 

Table 2. Optimized bus stop location 

Bus routes Bus stop location Departure interval 

Route 453 Main site 15 minute / shift 

Route 133 Second site 12 minute / shift 

Route 406 Main site 8 minute / shift 

Route 325 Main site 40 minute / shift 

Route 405 Auxiliary site 20 minute / shift 

Route 59 Auxiliary site 25 minute / shift 

Route 139 Auxiliary site 20 minute / shift 

3.2 Logic Flow Construction before Optimization 

When the bus completes the parking service and prepares to leave the station, whether the 

vehicle parked on berth 2 can leave the station depends on whether there are still vehicles on 

berth 1. Use the stop line and set the "action-leave" in the stop line properties The logic 

sentence at time limits the exit conditions of the two berths. Passengers predict the location 

where the bus will stop, and can choose a parking space to wait. Under the principle of no 

overtaking, there are a total of 5 strategies for choosing parking spaces when buses enter the 

station, as shown in Table 3. 
 

Table 3. Vehicle parking location selection strategy before optimization 

Berth occupancy Vehicle parking location selection 

Berth 1 is vacant queue 

Berth 2 is vacant Berth 2 

Berth 1, Berth 2 are vacant Berth 1 or Berth 2 

Berth 1 and Berth 2 are occupied queue 

 

By setting the SelecOutput property to restrict the operating state of the bus, set the type of 

agent such as Car, select the true output "when the condition is true" and set certain conditional 

statements to judge the oncoming vehicles, so that the bus Vehicles can park at the 

corresponding berths in accordance with the queuing rules and meet the rules of queuing in 

order. Set up the Car move to statement and impose conditional restrictions on the actions of 

vehicles entering and leaving in conjunction with the corresponding stop lines. By setting the 

pedestrian behavior and combining the position of the vehicle for passenger exchange with the 

position of the pedestrian waiting for the vehicle, passengers can predict where the bus stops 

and move in a small area within the platform in advance. As shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 below. 
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Fig. 1.  Passenger exchange after bus entering parking space 

 
 

 
After the bus completes the passenger exchange and leaves the station, it merges into other 

social traffic, and completes the steps of slowing down and entering the station-performing 

passenger exchange at the stop-accelerating and leaving the station. The relevant time and 

speed must be carried out on the road where the vehicle is traveling. Statistics. The road 

chooses the end position of the forward lane, and counts the relevant data of the agent Car on 

road6 (the middle ring road), and counts the average time of all vehicles passing the road 

section. 

The logic flow is constructed according to the principles of inbound and outbound, and the 

logic flow chart before optimization is shown in Fig. 3 below. By setting pedwait, passengers 

gather in a certain rectangular area and wait in advance. When the vehicle they need to ride in, 

they will move the passengers through the selectoutput statement, and the passenger flow will 

be dispersed in the two berths with a certain probability. 

 

Fig. 2.  Conditional statement of bus entering the first parking space 
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Fig. 3.  Logic flow chart before optimization 

3.3 Optimized Logic Flow Construction 

Through the joint application of stop lines and traffic lights in the software, the bus station 

platform is optimized, and the main and auxiliary bus stations are set, as shown in Fig. 4. The 

parking parameters and condition statements can be calibrated to achieve the following logic: 

①When the bus enters the main station (left side) and stops, subsequent vehicles can jump 

through the left road and stop at the auxiliary station 

②When the bus enters the secondary station (with side) to stop, subsequent vehicles can 

enter the main station to stop. 

The specific setting process is shown in Fig. 5： 

 
Fig. 4.  Schematic diagram of optimized main (left) and auxiliary (right) stations 

 

 

 
Fig. 5.  Logic language setting of optimized bus entering parking space 
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After the vehicle enters the berth, the boarding and disembarking of passengers must be 

completed at the specified location. Passengers can choose to board the bus according to the 

bus they need to take. Taking the main station as an example, the specific operation process is 

shown in Fig. 6. 

 

 
Fig. 6.  Logic language setting of optimized bus passenger exchange in parking space 

 
The setting of the main station is the same as that of the secondary station, but in order to 

distinguish the difference between vehicles and passengers, different parameters parameter2 

and pedwait1 need to be set for operation, as shown in Fig. 7. 

 

 
Fig. 7.  Using the parameters to make the qualified bus enter the auxiliary station 

 
Add passenger source by setting pedsource and add pedwait to make passengers wait in the 

designated area. When the bus that the passengers need to take enters the corresponding berth, 

use pedgoto to make the passengers walk from the waiting area to the designated target line. 

After optimization, the stopping position of each line is specified, and the logic flow is 

constructed according to the optimized entry and exit principles. The optimized overall logic 

flow chart is shown in Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 8.  Logic flow chart after optimization 

4. Output and Analysis of Simulation Results Based on Anylogic 

4.1 Result Output Analysis Related to the Vehicle 

Select 1000 meters as the observation range of statistical indicators. After running the model 

for one hour, observe the display results of the data set, and measure the average time (unit: 

second) of all vehicles before and after optimization and the average speed of all vehicles (unit : 

Km/h) and the average time (unit: second) of the bus passing the length, as shown in Table 4. 

 
Table 4. Statistics of time and speed before and after optimization 

  Before optimization Optimized 

Statistical 

indicators 

Mean Min Max Mean Min Max 

CT 175 65.46 526.093 162.6 65.44 350.5 

CV 14.74 8.8 16.67 15.93 9.76 16.67 

BT 180.66 129.87 262.15 164.98 137.33 244.96 

* Note: CT is the average time statistics of all vehicles passing (s), CV is the average speed of all 

vehicles (km/h), BT is the average time passing by public buses (s) 
 

It can be seen from Table 3 that the average time for all vehicles to pass is reduced by 

7.08%, and the average speed of all vehicles is increased by 8.07%; the average time for buses 

to pass is reduced by about 8.68%. Although the minimum passing time has increased slightly, 

the average time and maximum value of all vehicles and buses passing the specified length of 

1000m before and after optimization have dropped significantly. Therefore, this optimization 

measure can improve the operating efficiency of most vehicles. 

4.2 Result Output Analysis on Passenger Flow 

The service level of a bus stop can be reflected by the total number of waiting passengers, total 

waiting time and comfort level, and can also be reflected by indicators such as the average 

distance between passengers and per capita area. It is known that the area per capita is the ratio 

of the area of the platform to the maximum number of people waiting at the stop. Table 5 

summarizes the limit values of queuing area indicators under different service levels. 
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Table 5. Limit value of queuing area index 

Service Level Area per capita（m²/person） Average spacing space（m/person） 

A ≥1.2 ≥1.2 

B 0.9～1.2 1.1～1.2 

C 0.7～0.9 0.9～1.1 

D 0.3～0.7 0.6～0.9 

E 0.2～0.3 <0.6 

F <0.2 Very close 

 

The width of the optimized docking station platform is 1.1 meters, and verification of the 

size and service level of the docking station reconstruction after the establishment of the main 

and auxiliary platforms is required. 

 
Table 6. Calculation of station size 

Wujiaochang Xiangyin Road Station 

The status of the stop before 

optimization 

direction West to east 

Number of berths (piece) 2 

Length of stop（m） 16.8 

Stop width（m) 1.1 

Stop area（m²） 18.5 

Maximum number of people waiting

（person） 
37 

Calculated data before 

optimization 

Area per capita（m²/person） 0.5 

Service level D 

Optimized 

Auxiliary station settings 
Main 

site 

Auxiliary 

site 

Design berths（piece） 1 1 

Design length（m） 15 15 

Design area（m²） 16.5 16.5 

Maximum number of people waiting

（person） 
14 15 

Calculated data after 

optimization 
Design grade B B 

 

According to Table 6, the service level of the Wujiaochang Xiangyin Road platform was 

originally D, and passengers have a poor experience when waiting for buses in the platform 

waiting area. After the vertical linear main and auxiliary platforms are installed, the passenger 

flow is also dispersed to a certain extent due to the dispersion of bus lines. The service level is 

upgraded from the original D to the B level, the passenger experience is good, and the platform 

service level is greatly improved . 
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5. Conclusion 

The optimization and design of urban public transportation stops is one of the main directions 

of urban public transportation system research. This paper studies the stop characteristics and 

delay evaluation indicators of public transport in operation. Summarizes several commonly 

used optimization methods to reduce the delay of public vehicles in the parking area, and uses 

Anylogic software to simulate the Wujiaochang Xiangyin Road Station, and obtains the most 

suitable optimization plan for this station through indicators such as vehicle travel time and 

average speed , To provide a new evaluation method for micro-transportation design such as 

bus station reconstruction. 

Although this article puts forward some suggestions for the optimization of the bus station, 

but because the vehicles parked at the bus stop do not necessarily follow the principles set by 

the system, it has its diversity and flexibility and cannot fully simulate the real situation. For 

pedestrians’ choice intentions, only a certain probability is specified in general, and their 

psychology and preferences are not analyzed. The research results of the article still have many 

shortcomings, mainly in the following aspects: 

Because the data obtained mainly relies on manual methods, it is difficult to obtain a larger 

amount of accurate data, and the form of data processing is relatively simple. In future research, 

you can make full use of big data resources and combine with data analysis software. Do more 

in-depth research. 

For pedestrians’ choice intentions, they only generally stipulate the probability of 

pedestrians’ arrival, boarding, and dispersion, without analyzing their psychology and 

preferences, which makes a certain deviation in the judgment of delay. 

This article only discusses from a theoretical point of view that optimization can improve 

the current situation of the Wujiaochang Xiangyin Road platform, reduce delays, and improve 

platform capacity. However, if it is necessary to decide whether to optimize the actual platform 

by setting up the main and auxiliary platforms, it is necessary to conduct a comprehensive 

analysis and draw conclusions in combination with multiple disciplines such as transportation 

economics and urban planning. For the optimization design of urban multi-line bus stops, there 

are many aspects that can be studied in depth. 
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